
8 | Tuuci’s Equinox Cabana is customizable with multiple shapes and sizes, including
various options for a roof and side walls. With the choice of a bed or a bench — and
optional features for outlets, music and lights — the cabana brings ultimate luxury to
outdoor living. For a retailer and pricing, Tuuci.com.

9 | Concealed beneath a removable teak cover, the Nadia Beverage Tub Coffee Table
holds an unexpected surprise: an area that stores up to 30 bottles of wine with
ample room for ice. Crafted of powder-coated aluminum with natural teak sides and
a sealed white marble top that resists stains. $2,795. Frontgate.com.

10 | Designed to seamlessly blend aesthetics with functionality, Gloster’s Bar Cart has
large wheels to facilitate smooth passage on uneven ground while the integrated
handle ensures any maneuver is completed with ease. Twin trays offer all the space
you need, and gently curled edges limit the potential for spills. $2,925. Gloster.com.

11 | The Mesa Round Accent Table from Klaussner doubles as a planter or ice bucket.
The top mimics aged teak, and the base is woven of high-density polyethylene over
powder-coated aluminum. Table, $200; stainless-steel ice bucket insert, $80.
KlaussnerOutdoor.com.

12 | Barcalounger and Pacific Casual introduce the Barcalounger Outdoor Living
Brand, offering motion upholstery for the outdoors in five collections. Made of woven
extruded resin with an all-aluminum frame, the Pacific Shoreline recliner features a
traditional rolled arm design with bun feet. $1,989. BarcaloungerOutdoorLiving.com.
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1 | Ambient Cocoon lanterns from Gloster mimic the
texture and symmetry of silk cocoons using soft
integrated LED lights to create the perfect
ambience. Made from modern plastics with a
striking buffed teak handle. $785 each. Bain’s
Outdoor Living in Rumson, Garden Cottage in
Fairfield and Morristown, or Gloster.com.

2 | The Lodge Outdoor Wall Lantern from Quoizel
showcases clear hammered glass within a simplistic
framework, highlighted with a Mystic Black finish.
Chester Lighting in Chester, Freehold and
Middletown.

3 | The six-light outdoor chandelier from Kichler’s
Lyndon collection combines a streamlined linear
design with an emphasis on traditional details for an
elevated yet laidback look. $658.33. Ferguson.com.

4 | The Ripley Outdoor Wall Sconce features a high-
performance Trilux finish — exclusively from Currey
& Co. — that provides three levels of protection and
is fade-, crack- and rust-resistant. Chester Lighting in
Chester, Freehold and Middletown.

5 | Designed by Libby Langdon for Crystorama, the
traditional-inspired Sylvan four-light lamppost features
an open angular frame with distinct architectural
lines in a new matte black forged finish. Available
with seeded or frosted glass. $478. Build.com or West
Essex Lighting Studio in West Caldwell.

6 | Part of the Mesa Canyon Collection, the woven
Mesa outdoor lamps from Klaussner Outdoor come
in four sizes to fit in a variety of settings. $299-$599.
KlaussnerOutdoor.com.
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Outdoor Lighting
Enhance your home’s curb appeal, brighten your backyard 

or turn any outdoor space from invisible to inviting 
with these fashionable fixtures 

BY MEG FOX
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